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SCHOOL OF ART / ARCHITECTURE / FASHION DESIGN

  Precise name of the institution
Ecole de Condé
  Type of institution 
Private institution of higher education
   City where the main campus is located
Paris
  Number of students 
3500
  Percentage or number of international 
students 
5%
   Type and level of qualifications 
awarded 
Bachelor: Level 6 
Master: Level 7
   French language courses 
Yes - One-year study abroad 
programme in Paris and Shanghai
   Programs for international students
No
   Programs in English 
Yes - Master in art direction (one year in 
Paris and one year in Berlin) 
- Master in fashion design(one year in 
Paris and one year in Florence)
   Registration fees/year  
(for information only) 
From 6 200 to 8 350 Euros according to 
the programme 
   Postal address 
International office - 20 rue de la Croix 
Nivert, 75015 Paris

IDENTITY FORM

Member of Campus France Forum / Member of CampusArt

The Ecole de Condé, established in 1989, 
is a network of private institutions of 
higher education that provide high-quality 
education in design, illustration, animation 
and video games, photography, and 
the  preservation of cultural heritage. The 
school’s facilities in Paris, Lyon, Bordeaux, 
Nancy, Nice, Toulouse, and Marseille offer 
a work setting that is well suited to the 
challenges of contemporary creativity: 
well-equipped labs, prototyping labs, 3D 
printers, proximity to cultural resources, a 
library and documentation center, student 
services, and more. 
The Ecole de Condé offers state-
recognised diplomas. International 
recognition of the school’s credentials is 
assured by accreditation from EABHES, an 
international higher-education accrediting 
body. 
The École de Condé brings together 
five other European schools: IAAD and 
Accademia Italiana in Italy, HMKW in 
Germany and CEV & amp; CES in Spain. 
These 6 schools and their 17 campuses 
allow students from the beginning of their 
studies to understand the international 
dimension of their profession. Thanks to 
this device, they can design an original 
international career, benefiting from the 
advantages of each of the establishments 
but above all from the variety of cultural, 
creative and professional environments.
Ecole de Condé is part of the AD Education 
network that brings together 7 schools 
in France (25 campuses) and 2 in Italy (4 
campuses), 2 in Spain (3 campuses) and 
1 in Germany (3 campuses): www.ad-
education.com

  MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
- Foundation year in Design
- Foundation year in Illustration-Animation
- Bachelor: 
- Graphic Design
- Interior Design
- Product Design–Objects
- Fashion Design
- Photography–Motion Pictures

- Illustration– Comic Art–Animation
- 2D Animation
- Animation & Video Game Design
- Cultural Heritage Preservation
- Master:
- Global Design-Research & Innovation
- Art Direction (design graphique)UX/UI
- Fashion Design
- Interior Design
- Interior Design & Luxury Scenography
- Product & Furniture Design
- UX/UI Design & Virtual Reality
- Innovative materials & sustainable development
- Illustration & Comic Art
- 2D animation
- 3D Animation & Video Game Design
- Conservation-restauration of cultural heritage

  RESEARCH
The Ecole de Condé is innovative and places a 
priority on research and projects with cultural 
institutions and corporate partners. Cooperation 
with cultural institutions such as the Opera of 
Paris, the Philharmonic of Paris or the Theatre 
of Champs Elysées, with companies (Thalès, 
SNCF, L’Oreal, Chanel) or with some prestigious 
schools (HEC, Centrale Paris, Ecole Nationale 
de Cognitique, Ecole 42) are an integral part 
of the education programmes taught at Ecole 
de Condé. Design is a major challenge for the 
future of companies and institutions. Through its 
innovative teaching methods Ecole de Condé aims 
to train high level designers contributing to the 
development of an interdisciplinary study focused 
on new fields of investigation and application of 
design principles.

  STRENGTHS
- Leading school of design and graphic arts in 
France (3,500 students)
- A high work placement rate
- State-recognised diplomas
- School recognized for its creative projects and 
partnerships
- High-quality facilities and equipment
- Highly qualified faculty

  LOCATION
7 Campuses: Paris, Lyon, Nancy, Bordeaux, Nice, 
Marseille and Toulouse, all in the downtown of the 
city, easily accessible, and offering rich cultural 
opportunities and a great student life.
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https://www.facebook.com/pages/Ecoles-de-Cond%C3%A9/447166230623?ref=hl

